**Brianna Carmen** is the Director of Organizing and Partnerships for Voto Latino (VL). She was born and raised in El Paso, Texas, where she first became acquainted with community issues and their connection to the ballot box. This interest led her to become one of the youngest Latinas in the nation to manage a successful U.S. Congressional race, at the age of 21. Brianna later worked on an historic Senate race in Texas, engaging tens of thousands in the Lone Star State. She has maintained her passion of connecting voters with opportunities to exercise their voice at Voto Latino. Her current work at VL focuses on managing the Campaigns Team, tasked with building up the organization’s volunteer network all over the country. She was also a leader in VL’s 2020 voter registration programs, working to register 612,000 voters, engage 260+ influencers and corporations and turnout three million voters for the 2020 General Election.

**Dr. Cameron Webb** currently serves as Senior Policy Advisor for Equity on the White House COVID-19 Response Team. Previously, Dr. Webb was an Assistant Professor of Medicine and Public Health Sciences, and Director of Health Policy and Equity at the University of Virginia School of Medicine. A general internist, Dr. Webb has worked clinically in the University's COVID unit since the beginning of the pandemic. Additionally, he is the founding director of UVA’s Health Equity, Law and Policy Research (HELPR) Laboratory and is a core faculty member at the University's Equity Center, an initiative for the redress of inequity through community-engaged scholarship. Prior to joining the faculty at UVA, Dr. Webb spent a year as a 2016 White House Fellow in the Obama-Biden administration’s Office of Cabinet Affairs, where he served on the My Brother's Keeper task force and the White House Healthcare team. A born and raised Virginian, Dr. Webb received his B.A. from the University of Virginia, his M.D. from Wake Forest School of Medicine, and his J.D. from Loyola University Chicago School of Law.

**Dr. Ilan Shapiro** is the Medical Director of Health Education and Wellness for a federally qualified health clinic at AltaMed.

In addition to being a practicing physician, Dr. Shapiro is actively involved in creating binational public health programs to reach Hispanic communities on both sides of the border. He acted as the Medical Advisor for the General Consulate of Mexico in Chicago and was a Member of the Editorial Board for A Tu Salud (For Your Health), a health bulletin representing Hispanic health topics and resources. Dr. Shapiro is part of the National Hispanic Medical Association and a spokesperson for the American Academy of Pediatrics.

Dr. Shapiro earned a medical degree from Anahuac University in Mexico, and had the opportunity to practice medicine in several main hospitals in Mexico and has been serving in federally qualified health clinics in Chicago, Fort Myers (Florida) and Los Angeles.

**Dr. Jose Torradas** is a regular media contributor, and having worked in community and academic practices both large and small across the country, he is in a rare position to provide invaluable insights within the health space. His portfolio includes live national interviews in English and Spanish as well as town hall segments.
He is a fellow of the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) and regular bilingual spokesperson and is a regular Op-Ed contributor with Univision producing bi-weekly columns on public health matters. He was named by the ACEP Board of Directors as the 2020 Spokesperson of the Year.

- Board-certified Emergency Medicine physician, educator, bilingual media contributor, and spokesperson
- Passionate about medical education for both English and Spanish speaking audiences
- Specially trained in managing life-threatening conditions like cardiac arrests, heart attacks, strokes, gunshot wounds, and motor vehicle accidents

In collaboration with several EM physicians including Dr. Torradas, ACEP, and The Learning Agency, a free guide toolkit was developed for the general public and geared toward those who have COVID or COVID-like symptoms and are managing their symptoms at home. The toolkit provides information on self-care tips including breathing exercises, red flags for when to seek emergency care, and also has a section for caregivers.

**Dr. Melissa C Wong** is a board certified family practice physician, born and raised in the San Francisco Bay Area. As a primary care physician, Dr. Wong enjoys forming memorable and long lasting relationships with her patients, with an emphasis on preventative medicine, community medicine and the Chinese community.

She completed her residency at Harbor UCLA Medical Center, where she was awarded the Fred Matthies, M.D. Award in honor of the founder of the Harbor UCLA Family Health Center. This award is given to the graduating resident who personifies special qualities of the traditional family physician and the complete care they provide. Dr. Wong earned her Doctor of Medicine degree from Northwestern University, Feinberg School of Medicine after graduating with highest honors from the University of California, Davis.

Currently, Dr Wong has a private practice and also operates City Bay Urgent Care on Irving Street in San Francisco. She also proudly serves on the board of trustees / directors for the Chinese Community Health Care Association, For Your Benefit, and All American Medical Group.

**Dr. Nina Ahmad** is US Medical Affairs Director for Janssen’s COVID-19 Vaccine. She is a family physician who received her medical degree at Chicago Medical School. During her time working for Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as an Epidemic Intelligence Service (EIS) Officer she responded to a number of infectious disease outbreaks. She later worked as Medical Director for the Division of Epidemiology at New York State Department of Health. While there, she oversaw the infectious disease bureaus. After completing her Vaccine Fellowship with the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP), she served as a consultant for AAFP, a working group member for the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP), and a Vaccine Fellow mentor. Prior to joining J&J, she served as the Live CME COVID-19 Series Chair for AAFP which received a national award for its content.